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Introduction – A Parent’s Primer 
The whole world – everything you can see, touch, 
taste and smell is made up from chemical stuff. 
The stuff of the world is many and varied, but dig 
down to the building blocks, and we find only 118 
different parts. 118 different types of atoms to 
make up all of life, all of the inanimate, 
everything you can think of.  

This primer is intended to take you through some 
of the ideas that your children will be studying in 
their upper secondary Chemistry lessons. Woven 
through the explanations are some ideas about 
how Chemistry links in with our everyday life. 

The hope is that the following will give you a 
flavour of the ideas they will be working to 
understand. Each section concludes with some 
questions that may help to start or guide your 
conversations. If your child can explain some 
chemistry to you, this can help to reinforce their 
memories and understanding, and may help 
them make deeper connections between the 
ideas. 

It’s worth noting at this point that chemistry can 
be a subject that takes some time to ‘come 
together’. For example, to understand chemical 
structure you need to have some idea about 
chemical properties. But to understand 
properties you need to have some ideas about 
structure. Much like the two sides of a coin, you 
can’t have one without the other, but studying all 
the parts at the same time is tricky. 

To help you navigate through the primer, a 
couple of different fonts are used. Where words 
are highlighted in bold these are chemical terms 
that your child is encouraged to use. Where 
sections are highlighted in italics these are 
everyday examples of where we find chemistry in 
action. 

 

 

Chapter 1 – Atoms, elements and 
the Periodic Table 
Section 1: How elements build the world 
 
A world of stuff 
The world is made out of stuff. We sometimes 
use the term material, but stuff is a pretty good 
word. There are two general types of ‘stuff’ –  
substances and mixtures.  

Substances are stuff that are only made from one 
type of chemical. For example, oxygen, carbon 
dioxide, and gold. In chemistry, we call these 
pure. 

The second type of stuff is mixtures. Most stuff in 
the world is a mixture. For example, the air we 
breath, the water we drink, even own bodies.  

Elements and compounds. 
Elements are the simplest substance that can 
exist, and there are 118 known elements in the 
universe. When we combine different elements 
together in different ways we can form millions 
of different compounds. Together, elements and 
compounds make up our world. 

 

Atoms – the building blocks of elements 
The particles that make up the elements, and 
hence the compounds, are called atoms. These 
are the smallest bit of an element that you can 
have and still call it an element.  
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Elemental symbols 
We tell the elements apart by their names, and 
we give each element a symbol to speed up 
communication with other scientists. Some of the 
elements have been known for thousands of 
years, so their symbols don’t tend to match the 
modern English names. For example, gold has the 
symbol Au (named after aurum, Latin for gold) 
and iron has the symbol Fe (named after ferrum, 
Latin for iron). Other elements were only 
identified more recently, so their symbols tend 
relate to their English names. For example, 
oxygen has the symbol O and chlorine has the 
symbol Cl. 

 

Building compounds by chemical reaction 
When we combine elements together, we form 
compounds. This is called a chemical reaction. Of 
the millions of compounds, some are formed 
from just two elements such as water, carbon 
dioxide and methane. Others are formed from 
many elements. For example, the sugars in our 
diets are formed from carbon, hydrogen and 
carbon (and hence termed carbohydrates), while 
the proteins making our muscles tend to be 
made from carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen 
and sulfur. Metals form many interesting and 
varied compounds such as Fool’s Gold (iron and 
sulfur) and table salt (sodium and chlorine). 

 

 

Some questions to ask 
 What does ‘pure’ mean in Chemistry? 
 Describe the differences between 

elements and compounds. 
 How are atoms and elements related? 
 Why do some elements have symbols 

very different from their names? 
 

Section 2: Mixtures – complex materials  
To make a new compound, we first have to mix 
some substances together. If a chemical reaction 
occurs in the mixture, a new compound is 
formed. If no chemical reaction occurs, we can 
separate the mixture back out, getting back to 
where we started.  

Imagine this as the difference between a fruit 
salad and a smoothie. We could separate the 
pieces of banana, apple and grape out if we 
wanted to – doing the same to a smoothie would 
be very hard! 

 

Separating mixtures – a physical process 
Separating mixtures is an important part of 
chemistry. If the substances in the mixture have 
different physical properties, e.g. different sized 
particles, the mixture can be separated. Many 
physical separation techniques used in chemistry 
are similar to those used in kitchens. 

Filtration – passing a mixture of solids and liquids 
through a piece of filter paper. The solid stays in 
the filter paper, the liquid drains through. This is 
similar to sifting flower. The small particles of 
flour drop through, the larger particles remain 
trapped in the sieve. 
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Distillation – heating up a mixture of liquids, 
capturing the evaporated liquids and cooling 
them back to liquids. This is how alcoholic spirits, 
e.g. whisky and vodka, are made. Brewing up a 
strong wine-like drink, then distilling to increase 
the alcoholic content. 

Distillation can be simple or fractional – the main 
difference being the complexity of the equipment 
used, and the complexity of the mixture being 
separated out. More complex mixtures tend to be 
separated by fractional distillation. 

 

Chromatography: a mixture of liquids being 
separated out on paper when water soaks up the 
paper. We see this when soaking up a spilt liquid 
with kitchen paper. The drop will spread out from 
the centre over time. 

Some questions to ask: 
 Describe how you would use filtration to 

separate a mixture of sand and water. 
 Describe how you would use 

chromatography to separate a mixture of 
inks. 

 Describe how you would use distillation 
to separate ethanol from water. 

 What is the difference between a mixture 
and a compound? 

 Why are separation techniques all 
physical reactions? 

 

Section 3: How models of atoms 
developed 
An important way of thinking in the sciences is 
our use of models. In just the same way that we 
can make models of cars or trains, or even entire 
villages, we make use of models all the time in 
science. 

 

Models are particularly important in chemistry, as 
most of what we talk about is so small that we 
can’t see it with our naked eye, using a 
magnifying glass, or even with a microscope. 

As atoms are the building blocks of all chemical 
stuff, chemists have been thinking about atoms 
and creating models of them for centuries. 
Whenever new experiments were done and new 
data produced, new models were create that 
were more accurate. This doesn’t mean the older 
models are now useless, just that more 
sophisticated model are available. We will still 
often use the simpler models if they allow us to 
explain an area of chemistry adequately. 

 

From Dalton to Chadwick – some key 
developments 
Early chemists, such as John Dalton, imagined 
atoms as solid spheres, with each element made 
of an atom of different weight. This is much like 
marbles of different sizes: all marbles are 
marbles, but some marbles are heavier, some 
lighter. 
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JJ Thomson carried out experiments on gases 
with high voltage electricity. He showed that 
atoms could be broken apart, and he discovered 
particles smaller than the atoms – we call these 
subatomic particles. Thomson measured the 
properties of the electrons and found them to be 
very light, and negatively charged. Based on this, 
he suggested atoms were actually positively 
charged spheres, with the negative electrons 
embedded throughout, much like a plum-pudding 
(or a blueberry muffin). 

 

Ernest Rutherford and colleagues carried out 
experiments on thin sheets of gold with high 
energy particles (called alpha particles). They 
showed that atoms were actually mostly empty 
space, with a tiny, heavy, positively charged 
centre called the nucleus. This model is called the 
‘nuclear’ model.  

 

Niels Bohr carried out calculations that showed 
the electrons should only be found at certain 
distances from nucleus. Other scientists’ 
experimental data matched his calculations, so 
the model was accepted. This model is called the 
‘solar system’ model, with the nucleus as the Sun, 
and the electrons orbiting around like the planets. 

 

Further studies on the atoms, including by James 
Chadwick, found that the nucleus was actually 
made of two different particles. called protons 
and neutrons. 

Some questions to ask: 
 Why are models used in chemistry? 
 Do we always use the most sophisticated  

model available? 
 How has the model of the atom changed 

over time? 
 What role has experimental evidence 

played in development of atomic models? 
 What role have calculations played in the 

development of atomic models? 
 Describe the main differences between 

the plum-pudding model and the nuclear 
model. 

 Describe the evidence collected from the 
alpha particle scattering experiments. 

 

Section 4: The atomic model we use at 
upper secondary 
All of the experiments and theories over the last 
couple of centuries have led us to the following 
understanding of how atoms are made up. 

The atom is made of three smaller (subatomic) 
particles. The centre of the atom is called the 
nucleus, and is made of positively charged 
protons, and neutrons that have no charge. 
Surrounding the nucleus are shells (or energy 
levels) of negatively charged electrons. 

Charge is similar to magnetism. With magnets we 
have north and south poles. With charge we have 
positive and negative. If two particles have the 
same charge they will push away from each other 
(repel). If two particles have opposite charges, 
they will pull towards each other (attract).  

 

We count the number of protons in a nucleus, 
and call this the atomic number (or the proton 
number).  
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The atomic number defines the element. For 
example, if an atom has six protons it is a carbon 
atom. Equally, every carbon atom has six protons. 

The nucleus is tiny compared to the overall size of 
the atom, which itself is tiny compared to us. To 
use a football stadium as an analogy: imagine a 
football on the centre spot of the pitch. Now go 
and stand right at the back of the stands, as far 
from the football as you can. The football is the 
nucleus, and you are standing at the edge of the 
atom. 

 

Where all the mass is found 
Despite its small size, almost all the mass of the 
atom is within the nucleus. Protons and neutrons 
have almost the same mass. However this mass is 
tiny – many billions of times smaller than the 
mass of a coin. To make discussing these masses 
easier, we use a scale called relative mass. 

For simplicity we say the relative mass of protons 
and neutrons is one (1). Everything else is then 
measured relative to this – the mass of our 
protons and neutrons becomes our measuring 
stick. 

Electrons have a tiny fraction of the mass of a 
proton, so we don’t count electrons when we 
work out the mass of an atom. 

 

The relative mass of an atom is simply the 
number of protons plus the number of neutrons. 
For example, a carbon atom with six protons and 
six neutrons has a relative mass of 6+6=12. A 
sodium atom with 11 protons and 12 neutrons 
has a relative mass of 11+12=23. 

 

Isotopes – variety within the elements 
While the number of protons defines the 
element, the number of neutrons isn’t fixed. In 
most carbon atoms, there are six neutrons. 
However, some have seven neutrons, some have 
eight. These different types of atoms of the same 
element are called isotopes. The properties of 
the carbon atoms doesn’t change – just that the 
atoms have different relative masses. 

 

When we are weighing out chemical substances 
in the lab, we need to take account of these 
different masses. This is done with the relative 
atomic mass of the element. This is calculated as 
the average mass of all atoms of carbon. This is 
much as you would work out the average age of a 
group of children. 

 

For many elements we study in chemistry, this 
average mass rounds to a whole number. For a 
couple of clear examples, copper and chlorine, 
we see a relative mass of 63.5 and 35.5 
respectively. 

The arrangement of the electrons in atoms 
Finally, the electrons. Overall, an atom has no 
charge, because the atom contains as many 
electrons as there are protons. For example, 
oxygen atoms have eight protons, therefore eight 
electrons. As another example, sulfur atoms have 
sixteen protons, so sixteen electrons. 
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As Bohr discovered, the electrons in an atom 
exist in different shells. We can think about these 
shells as boxes to hold the electrons in. Once the 
box is full, we have to move on to the next box to 
hold the electrons.  

 

At its simplest, the first shell can hold two 
electrons, and all the other shells eight. We 
always fill the shell closest the nucleus first. 

So sulfur, with 16 electrons to arrange, has 2 
electrons in the first shell, eight in the second 
shell and six in the third shell. This last box, the 
one on the outside, is very important when it 
comes to explaining how elements react. You will 
see the phrase outer electron shell quite a lot. 

 

Some questions to ask: 
 Name and describe the properties of the 

subatomic particles. 
 How can atoms have different masses but 

still be the same element? 
 Describe how the electrons are arranged 

in carbon, magnesium, phosphorous… 
 How are atoms held together? 

 

Section 5: Organising the elements – our 
chemical map 
Organising and understanding the natural world 
has driven scientists’ work for centuries. Chemists 
have focussed on the elements and compounds. 
They have separated out the elements from the 
world around us, measured their properties and 
looked at how the elements react with each 

other. In doing so, they have looked for 
similarities, and tried to group the elements 
together. 

We talk about properties often – the red car 
driving past us, the shiny coin we picked up, the 
slim new phone we just brought. All these 
properties, colour, shininess, size, are ways of 
describing object.  

Properties of elements (and other substances) 
tend to be measurable – how hot they have to be 
melt it (the melting point), how well electricity 
passes through (the electrical conductivity), how 
heavy it is compared to another (the density). 

Reactions are similar to how our everyday object 
behave with other things. Our favourite coat the 
stops all rain water from getting through; the 
bread flour that we know makes the best loaves; 
the key that always jams in the lock. 

When we have all the information about how 
different elements are (properties) and what 
they do (reactions) we can group them. When we 
put all the groups together, we have the most 
important tool for a chemist - the ‘Periodic Table 
of the Elements’. 

Mendeleev’s masterpiece 
The table we use today is the updated version 
first devised by Russian chemist Dmitri 
Mendeleev. It shows a grid of the elements 
arranged in columns and rows. Each element can 
be identified by the row it is in (called the period) 
and the column it is in (called the group). The 
table seems to be incomplete in places – for 
example there are only two elements in the first 
row and eight each in the second and third row. 
This happens because of how the elements are 
grouped together. 

 

We read the Periodic Table just as we do a book 
– left to right, from top to bottom. So the first 
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element, hydrogen, is found in the top left, 
followed by helium at the end of the first row. 
Next comes lithium, then beryllium, boron, 
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine and finally 
neon on the second row. The third row runs from 
sodium to chlorine and argon. 

Comparing the second and third row elements, 
we can start to see the similarities in properties. 
Lithium and sodium react in a similar way, just as 
fluorine and chlorine react in a similar way. We 
see a periodic change in properties as we read 
through the table, hence the name.  

 

Section 6: How the Periodic Table 
developed over time. 
Although the Periodic Table is a prominent 
feature in all chemistry classrooms and 
laboratories, it hasn’t always been so. Before 
Mendeleev’s key work, other ways of arranging 
the elements had been tried. 

These all generally started by listing the elements 
in order of atomic weight, and trying to line up 
elements in different ways to put similar 
elements together. This partially worked, but 
some very dissimilar elements ended up grouped 
together. 

Mendeleev’s key improvements included 
swapping some elements around so they fitted 
into groups better.  He also left some gaps in his 
table and predicted that new elements would be 
discovered in the future to fill these gaps. 
Importantly, he also predicted the properties of 
these undiscovered elements. When other 
scientists did discover the elements, the 
measured properties were close to those 
Mendeleev had predicted. With this experimental 

confirmation, Mendeleev’s Periodic Table 
became the standard across the world. 

 

The Periodic Table we use today is divided into 
metals on the left, non-metals on the right. Some 
of the groups of particular interest are: the alkali 
metals (Group 1), the transition metals (central 
block), the halogens (Group 7) and the noble 
gases (Group 0). 

 

 

Some questions to ask: 
 Describe how the first Periodic Tables 

were developed. 
 What did Mendeleev do differently from 

previous scientists? 
 Why is was Mendeleev’s Periodic Table 

widely accepted? 
 What is the difference between a period 

and a group? 
 What does the word periodic mean, and 

why do we use it for the Table?  
 

Section 7: A short word on structures and 
reactions 
We now reach a particularly tricky bit of 
chemistry. To explain the properties of these 
groups of elements, we need to know how the 
atoms are arranged, and how the elements react 
with each other. But to explain structure and 
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reactions, we need to use the examples of these 
groups of elements. Quite the quandy!  

So, the below is a quick introduction to chemical 
structures, followed by a flavour of how chemical 
reactions happen. These will be expanded on in 
future chapters, which themselves will use the 
groups of elements discussed below as examples. 

Chemical structures 
Metals atoms tend to cluster together in huge 
numbers called giant lattices. Giant because 
there are so many atoms, lattices because the 
atoms tend to be arranged neatly in columns and 
rows. 

Non-metal atoms tend to cluster together in 
small numbers, or on their own. If the number of 
atoms is fixed (never more or less than that 
number) then we call this arrangement a 
molecule.  

There are some non-metals that can form giant 
lattices. 

Chemical reactions 
When elements react, the electrons in the outer 
shell of the atoms are rearranged. The electrons 
can be shared, lost or gained. 

When electrons are shared, this can be between 
many atoms at once, or just between two atoms. 

When electrons are lost or gained, the atoms end 
up with a positive or negative charge. At this 
point we call the atoms ions. 

 

Section 8:  The metals of the central block 
– transition metals 
The central block of the Periodic Table is home to 
the transition metals – so called because we 
have to pass through them (transition) to get 
from the left to the right of the Periodic Table. 

The transition metals contain many of the metals 
we use in everyday life: iron, copper, gold and 
silver.  These metals are generally dense (sink in 
water), strong, hard and take very high 
temperatures to melt. They will react with other 
elements like oxygen and chlorine, and 

compounds like water. However, the reactions 
tend to be slow, or require high temperatures to 
get the reactions to happen. 

When these metals do react, they tend to form 
highly coloured substances, which are used in 
paints and stained-glass windows. Transition 
metals (and compounds) also tend to act as 
catalysts – substances that speed up other 
chemical reactions without being used up 
themselves. 

 

 
Section 9: The reactive metals of Group 1 
The Group 1 metals are even more reactive than 
the transition metals. The also get more reactive 
as we move down the group. So, lithium is pretty 
reactive compared to the transition metals, but 
sodium is more so, potassium even more so. 

This increase in reactivity is due to the atoms of 
these elements getting bigger and bigger down 
the group. Losing electrons when they react, as 
metals do, becomes easier as the electrons are 
further and further from the nucleus. 

 

The Group 1 metals are also known as alkali 
metals. When the metals react with water, an 
alkaline solution is formed (opposite to an acidic 
solution). Hydrogen is also released from the 
water, and the metals have a tendency to burst 
into coloured flame. 

These bright colours are shown off every 
November when we shoot the alkali metals into 
the sky in fireworks. As the metals reach the high 
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temperatures in the explosions, they show of their 
yellow, red and purple colours. 

 

The alkali metals react quickly with oxygen, so are 
stored under oil, and with the Group 7 elements 
to make salts. The most famous of these salts is 
sodium chloride, that we know as table salt.  

 

Some questions to ask: 
 Where are metals found on the Periodic 

Table? 
 Compare the properties of Group 1 and 

the transition metals. 
 What have electrons got to do with 

metals reacting? 
 Why do we have to store potassium 

under oil, but not gold? 
 If I had a powerful microscope able to 

zoom in a billion times, what would a £1 
coin look like? 

 

Section 10: The reactive non-metals of 
Group 7 
Non-metallic elements are found on the right 
side of the Periodic table. The second to last 
group (7) are called the halogens, which comes 
from the Greek meaning salt-formers. 

As elements, the halogens are very reactive, and 
can be very toxic. So much so, that chlorine (a 
green gas) was used in the First World War as a 
chemical weapon. Fluorine (a yellow gas) is even 
more reactive and can only be handled with 
specialist equipment – definitely not in schools! 

Bromine (a brown liquid) is less reactive than 
fluorine and chlorine, although still dangerous. 
Iodine (a grey solid) is the least reactive, and in 
fact used as an antiseptic – harmful to micro-
organisms on our skin, but not our skin. 

 

Patterns in properties 
Notice the pattern (trend) in reactivity, 
decreasing down the group. This is the opposite 
pattern to the Group 1 metals. Gaining electrons, 
as the halogens do when they react, becomes 
less easy as the atoms get bigger. This is because 
the outer electron shell gets further from the 
nucleus. 

This change in size can also explain the change in 
the physical state – from gas, to liquid and solid 
down the group. Halogens atoms are found in 
pairs, called molecules. The bigger the atoms, the 
bigger the molecules, the stronger the 
attractions between the molecules. This leads to 
higher melting and boiling points. 

 

When halogens react with other non-metals, 
simple substances are formed, e.g. hydrogen 
chloride and sulfur hexafluoride. These 
substances tend to have low boiling points, and 
range from being very reactive to the very 
unreactive. For example, hydrogen chloride can 
be used in industrial cleaning, whereas sulfur 
hexafluoride can be used to put out electrical 
fires. 

Some questions to ask: 
 If I saw a halogen, what might it look like? 
 Tell me about some trends we see in the 

properties of the halogens. 
 How is atom size related to properties of 

the halogens? 
 How are the halogens important in our 

lives? 
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Section 11: The aloof elements – Group 0 
gases 
The Group 0 gases are known as the noble (or 
inert) gases. They were named noble because 
they reminded chemists of the noble metals, such 
as gold and silver. These metals are used to make 
jewellery because they are unreactive. You don’t 
want your royal crown corroding away.  

These elements are all gases at room 
temperature, and make up part of the air we 
breathe every day. In fact, 1% of every breath is 
the third noble gas, argon. All the other noble 
gases are present in much smaller amounts. 

 

The gases are unreactive because it takes a lot of 
energy for them to lose, gain or share electrons. 
This is because the outer shell of electrons is 
‘full’, leading to a large cost (or very little gain) in 
gaining or losing electrons. These elements don’t 
even react with themselves, and float around as 
individual atoms. 

The noble gases are so unreactive that it wasn’t 
until 1894 that the first, argon, was discovered. It 
was name after the Greek word argos, meaning 
idle. Six years later the rest of the group had been 
discovered – apart from oganesson which was 
only discovered in 2006! Even then it had to be 
made by scientists. 

The gases do show some similar trends to the 
Group 1 and 7 elements – namely an increasing 
melting and boiling point down the group as the 
atoms get larger. 

Some questions to ask: 
 Why can’t I see a noble gas? 
 Why did it take so long for the noble 

gases to be discovered? 
 Are there similar trends with the noble 

gases, like with the alkali metals and 
halogens? 

 


